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Lagrangian PDF investigations are performed of the Sandia piloted flame E and the Cabra
H2/N2 lifted flame to help develop a deeper understanding of local extinction, re-ignition and
auto-ignition in these flames, and of the PDF models’ abilities to represent these phenomena.
Lagrangian particle time series are extracted from the PDF model calculations and are analyzed.
In the analysis of the results for flame E, the particle trajectories are divided into two groups:
continuous burning and local extinction. For each group, the trajectories are further sub-divided
based on the particles’ origin: the fuel stream, the oxidizer stream, the pilot stream, and the
intermediate region. The PDF calculations are performed using each of three commonly used
models of molecular mixing, namely the EMST, IEM and modified Curl mixing models.
The calculations with different mixing models reproduce the local extinction and re-ignition
processes observed in flame E reasonably well. The particle behavior produced by the IEM and
modified Curl models is different from that produced by the EMST model, i.e., the temperature
drops prior to (and sometimes during) re-ignition. Two different re-ignition mechanisms are
identified for flame E: auto-ignition and mixing-reaction. In the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame, the
particle trajectories are divided into different categories based on the particles’ origin: the fuel
stream, the oxidizer stream, and the intermediate region. The calculations reproduce the whole
auto-ignition process reasonably well for the Cabra flame. Four stages of combustion in the
Cabra flame are identified in the calculations by the different mixing models, i.e., pure mixing,
auto-ignition, mixing-ignition, and fully burnt, although the individual particle behavior by
the IEM and modified Curl models is different from that by the EMST model. The relative
importance of mixing and reaction during re-ignition and auto-ignition are quantified for the
IEM model.

Keywords: PDF method, particle tracking, particle trajectories, mixing models, local extinc-
tion, re-ignition, auto-ignition

1. Introduction

Flame extinction and ignition are fundamental phenomena in combustion problems. The occur-
rence of extinction and ignition in turbulent reactive flows, due to intensive non-linear turbulence-
chemistry interactions, is a challenge to modern turbulent combustion models. The probability
density function (PDF) transport equation method [1–3] is increasingly found to be able to ac-
count accurately for the turbulence-chemistry interactions, e.g., local extinction and re-ignition
[4, 5]. In engineering practice, the statistics of the turbulent velocity and composition fields are
of primary concern in the context of Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations. In
PDF methods, the modeled PDF transport equation is usually solved numerically by a Lagrangian
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particle method, and much more information can be extracted from the particle properties. Par-
ticle scatter plots (or joint PDFs) contain the most detailed information about the distribution of
properties at a given position and time. All previous PDF calculations of turbulent flames have
focused on Eulerian statistics and their comparison with experimental data, e.g., conditional or
unconditional statistics of compositions, particle scatter plots and conditional PDFs of compo-
sitions. Scatter plots of particle properties are able to illustrate qualitatively different kinds of
complicated turbulent combustion phenomena such as local extinction and re-ignition. To ex-
plore the PDF calculation results comprehensively, and to understand the turbulence-chemistry
interactions more deeply, here we extract and analyze Lagrangian time series of particle proper-
ties from the PDF calculations. The particle trajectories are presented to illustrate the dynamic
evolution of complicated turbulent combustion processes, i.e., local extinction and re-ignition
in the turbulent non-premixed piloted jet flame, and auto-ignition in the turbulent lifted jet
flame.

Lagrangian properties are important physical properties relevant not only to the PDF method,
but also to real turbulence and combustion problems. Many Lagrangian investigations have
been performed of turbulence using direct numerical simulations (DNS). Yeung [6, 7] studied
the Lagrangian characteristics of turbulence and passive scalar transport in stationary isotropic
turbulence with uniform mean scalar gradients. The Lagrangian properties of the scalars investi-
gated are important to molecular mixing models. Mitarai et al. [8] performed DNS of an idealized
non-premixed flame in decaying isotropic turbulence for conditions where flame extinction and
re-ignition occur. In that work, the fluid particles are tracked to investigate flame extinction and
re-ignition. Different categories of particles are identified, e.g., continuous burning and local
extinction. Also investigated are Lagrangian properties of the conditional scalar diffusion, which
appears as an unclosed term in the PDF transport equation. The same methodology is used to in-
vestigate the performance of flamelet models [9] and the performance of different mixing models
[10]. Sripakagorn et al. [11] performed Lagrangian flame element tracking along the stoichiomet-
ric surface in decaying isotropic turbulence to investigate flame extinction and re-ignition. Three
major scenarios of re-ignition in non-premixed combustion are identified, i.e., the independent
flamelet scenario, re-ignition via edge flame propagation, and re-ignition through engulfment
by hot neighbouring fluid. These Lagrangian investigations are helpful to provide insights into
the dynamic evolution of turbulent combustion processes. Because of the formidable practical
difficulties there are no experimental data on Lagrangian quantities in turbulent reactive flows.
Experimental data are, however, becoming available on Lagrangian velocity and acceleration
statistics in non-reactive flows [12–14].

The Lagrangian PDF method [2] represents the turbulent flow, transport and reaction processes
via the time evolution of nominal Monte Carlo particles representing the joint PDF of velocity,
turbulence frequency and compositions. Eulerian statistics obtained from PDF calculations have
been explored extensively before, and are generally found to be in good agreement with the
experimental data. It would be valuable to extract the Lagrangian time series which contains
the whole history of the particle evolution in the multi-dimensional sample space. This work is
dedicated, as a first effort, to explore the Lagrangian properties of the Monte Carlo particles in the
PDF simulations of turbulent flames containing local extinction and re-ignition, and auto-ignition.
The two flames studied are the Sandia non-premixed piloted jet flame E [15], and the lifted H2/N2

jet flame in a vitiated coflow [16], referred to as the Cabra flame.
In PDF methods, the closed form of the chemical reaction source term facilitates the exact

treatment of detailed combustion chemistry. The modeling of the unclosed molecular mixing
term in the PDF equation remains one of the major efforts of model development. Three mixing
models are extensively used, i.e. the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) model [21], the
interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM) model [18] (or the least-mean-square estimator
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(LMSE) model [19]), and the modified Curl model [20, 22]. All the mixing models can represent
local extinction and re-ignition to some extent [4, 5, 23], although the EMST model is usually
thought to be superior in this respect. The simplicity of the IEM and modified Curl models makes
them quite popular. In spite of the complexity of the EMST model, the public availability of a
FORTRAN implementation [24] makes it easy to use. A desirable property of mixing models
is “localness” [21]. All the models are local in physical space; only the EMST model is local
in composition space; and none is local in velocity space. There is some recent progress in
the development of more sophisticated mixing models, e.g., the multiple mapping conditioning
(MMC) model [25],and the interaction by exchange with the conditional mean (IECM) mixing
model [26–29], which is local in velocity space. The present work focuses on the three traditional
mixing models ( EMST, IEM and modified Curl) and evaluates their relative performance from
the Lagrangian viewpoint.

The primary aim of PDF methods is to calculate accurately one-point, one-time Eulerian
quantities. It is well understood [1] that this objective can be achieved using stochastic Lagrangian
models, even if the multi-time properties of the models are not physically accurate. While the
multi-time behavior of the stochastic models for position and velocity are physically realistic,
those of the mixing models are not. For example Curl’s model involves jumps in compositions;
and (for the simplest homogeneous turbulence) the IEM model yields a deterministic relaxation to
the mean, with no fluctuations along Lagrangian trajectories. Hence, while this study is valuable
in shedding light on the models’ behavior and performance, a close correspondence between the
models’ Lagrangian trajectories and those in the flame (could they be measured!) should not be
expected.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, Eulerian scatter
plots of particle properties are presented for the Sandia piloted flame E [15] and for the Cabra
H2/N2 lifted jet flame [16]. The illustrations of local extinction and re-ignition, and of auto-ignition
are reviewed by reference to the Eulerian particle data. The limitations of the Eulerian data are
discussed. In Section 3, the particle tracking and particle sampling procedures are presented. In
Sections 4 and 5 (for the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted flame, respectively), the Lagrangian
time series obtained from the PDF calculation using the different mixing models are analyzed to
study the models’ representation of extinction, re-ignition and auto-ignition. The relative roles
of mixing and reaction during re-ignition and auto-ignition are quantified for the IEM model in
Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.

2. Particle calculations and Eulerian scatter plots

Comprehensive PDF model investigations of the Sandia piloted flames and the Cabra H2/N2 lifted
jet flame have been described elsewhere [4, 5, 16, 23, 30–32]. In this section, PDF calculations
of the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted jet flame are repeated to review the Eulerian particle
scatter plots. As in [23, 30], a PDF code called HYB2D is used, in which a hybrid finite volume
(FV)/particle algorithm is implemented for solving the joint PDF transport equation of the
velocity, turbulence frequency and compositions [34]. The details of the simulations for the Sandia
flame E and the Cabra lifted jet flame are identical to those in [35] and in [31], respectively, and
are simply summarized in Table 1. (Quantities not listed in Table 1 can be found in [31] and [35].)
Different values of the mixing model constant Cφ are specified for the different mixing models in
the calculation of the Sandia flame E in order to achieve a stable burning flame with roughly the
same amount of local extinction [23, 35] as observed experimentally. Similarly, different coflow
temperatures are used in the calculation of the Cabra lifted flame with different mixing models
in order to produce approximately the same flame lift-off height as observed experimentally
[31].
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Table 1. Details of the simulations for the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted H2/N2 jet flame.

Model parameters Sandia flame E Cabra lifted flame

Turbulence frequency model
constant [17], Cω1

0.7 0.65

Number of particles per cell, Npc 100 100
Chemistry GRI-Mech 3.0 [37] H2-O2 mechanism [38]
ISAT error tolerance [36], εtol 5.0 × 10−5 6.25 × 10−6

Grid size 96 × 96 96 × 96
EMST IEM modified Curl EMST IEM modified Curl

Mixing model constant, Cφ 1.5 2.7 3.3 1.5 1.5 1.5
Coflow temperature in Cabra

lifted flame, Tc(K)
— — — 1033 1036 1036

Conventionally, the output from PDF calculations is Eulerian data for analysis at a fixed
time (when the statistically stationary state has been reached) and at different locations. The
conditional and unconditional statistics of the Eulerian data have been discussed extensively
elsewhere [4, 5, 23, 30, 31] and will not be repeated here. In this section, we review the scat-
ter plots of the particle temperature versus the mixture fraction in the Sandia flame E and the
Cabra lifted flame. As previously discussed [4], it is difficult to make a rigorous quantitative
comparison between scatter plots from experiment and model calculations, because of differ-
ences in the sampling and weighting of particles. Nevertheless, this comparison is useful in
assessing, at least qualitatively, the ability of the models to represent the phenomena observed
experimentally.

Figure 1 shows the scatter plots of the particle temperature against the mixture fraction at
different axial locations in the Sandia flame E from measurements [15], and from the PDF
simulations with different mixing models. The axial distance x is shown as x/D, where D is the
diameter of the fuel jet. Two laminar flame temperature profiles (dashed lines in Figure 1) are
also shown for reference. The laminar calculations are conducted by using OPPDIF [39] with two
strain rates, a = 10 s−1 and 310 s−1, and in the latter case, the temperature profile is shifted down
by 300 K. Following [8], we use this shifted temperature profiles with a =310 s−1 as a simple
criterion to distinguish between burning particles (above the line) and extinguished particles
(below the line). For simplicity, we call this line the “extinction line”, and the region above the
“burning region”, and the region below the “extinction region”. There is of course an extinction
limit of strain rate ae (ae ≈ 376 s−1 for the current case) and its corresponding temperature profile
in steady opposed laminar non-premixed jet flames, but we prefer not to use this extinction limit
as our criterion. The extinction limit ae applies only to steady laminar flames. In the unsteady
case (e.g., laminar flames subject to the oscillation of strain rate), however, the instantaneous
strain rate can exceed the extinction limit, without the flame being extinguished [40, 41]. Using
the extinction limit of the steady laminar flame will somewhat over-estimate the amount of local
extinction in this turbulent flame. Hence, as in [8], we use the shifted temperature profiles as a
more conservative extinction limit. This criterion is somewhat arbitrary, but it is helpful for the
qualitative analysis of the local extinction and re-ignition reported below.

From the experimental scatter plots in Figure 1, it may be seen that the number of the
particles below the extinction lines decreases with increasing the axial distance from x/D = 7.5
to 45, indicating the evolution from local extinction to re-ignition. The PDF calculations with
the three mixing models qualitatively reproduce this process to some extent. The scatter plots
of the Eulerian particle data visually illustrate the level of local extinction at different locations.
However, the Lagrangian evolution of the particle properties is not evident. Where do the locally
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of temperature against the mixture fraction at the axial locations x/D = 7.5, 15,
30, and 45 in the Sandia piloted flame E from experimental data and from PDF calculations using three
different mixing models (Open circles: conditional mean temperature; Dashed lines: temperature profiles
in the opposed-jet laminar flame with strain rate a = 10s−1 (upper lines); and with strain rate a = 310s−1

(lower lines), shifted down by 300 K.)

extinguished particles come from? How do they return to the burning region (in composition
space)? How do different mixing models cause the particles to move in the composition space?
The current Eulerian data cannot answer these questions.

We now turn our attention to the Cabra H2/N2 lifted jet flame. Figure 2 shows the scatter plots
of temperature versus mixture fraction at different axial locations in the flame. The equilibrium
state calculated by using EQUIL [42] is also shown in the plots for reference. The initial enthalpy
h and the species mass fractions Y for the equilibrium calculation are taken to be linear in the
mixture fraction ξ space, i.e.

h(ξ ) = hox − (hox − hfu) · ξ (1)

Y(ξ ) = Yox − (Yox − Yfu) · ξ (2)

where the subscript “fu” and “ox” denote the fuel stream and the oxidizer stream, respectively.
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of particle temperature against mixture fraction at the axial locations x/D =9, 11,
14, and 26 in the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame from experimental data and from PDF calculations using three
different mixing models (Open circles: conditional mean temperature; Dashed lines: equilibrium state.)

From the experimental data at x/D = 9 shown in Figure 2, it may be seen that the particles
lie dominantly on the mixing line, with just a few rare particles with higher temperature. This
combustion stage (x/D � 9) is called pure mixing. For x/D � 11, the particles leave the mixing
line gradually, indicating an ignition process. By x/D = 26, almost all the particles have reached
the fully burnt state, close to the equilibrium line. The PDF calculations using the three mixing
models predict the mixing-ignition processes reasonably well. However, the scatter plots of
temperature are different for the different mixing models. Similar questions arise, e.g., how do
the different mixing models cause the particles to evolve through the mixing stage to the burning
state? The Eulerian data cannot answer such questions.

3. Lagrangian particle tracking

The limitations of the Eulerian data from PDF calculations are evident. In this section, we discuss
the extraction of Lagrangian time series from the PDF calculations, and these are analyzed for
the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted flame in the following two sections.

In the Lagrangian PDF method [2], the modeled transport equation for the joint PDF of the
velocity U, turbulence frequency ω, and the compositions φ is solved by a Monte Carlo particle
method. A large number of Monte Carlo particles are released into the computational domain
according to the Eulerian PDF initially. Each particle carries a full set of the fluid properties, i.e.,
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U∗, ω∗, mass m∗, locations x∗ and φ∗ etc. The evolution of the joint PDF is represented by the
movement of the particles in the multi-dimensional space governed by the following stochastic
differential equations [1–3]

dx∗
i = U ∗

i dt, (3)

dU ∗
i = − 1

〈ρ〉
∂〈p〉
∂xi

dt −
(

1

2
+ 3

4
C0

)
�(U ∗

i − Ũi)dt + (C0k̃�)1/2dWi, (4)

dω∗ = −Cω3� (ω∗ − ω̃) dt − Sω�ω∗dt + (2Cω3Cω4ω̃�ω∗)1/2
dW, (5)

dφ∗
α

dt
= Mα(t) + Sα (φ∗(t)) , (6)

where ρ and p are the fluid density and pressure, respectively; “〈 〉” denotes the conventional mean;
“̃ ” denotes the Favre mean; C0, Cω3 and Cω4 are model constants; W is an isotropic vector-valued
Wiener process; W is another independent Wiener process; k̃ is the turbulent kinetic energy; Sω

and Sα are the source term for ω and the reaction source term for φα , respectively; Mα(t) denotes
the mixing model; � is the conditional mean turbulence frequency defined as

� ≡ C�

〈ρ∗ω∗|ω∗ � ω̃〉
〈ρ〉 , (7)

where the constant C� is chosen so that � equals ω̃ in a fully turbulent region [17].
The correspondence between the statistics of the Monte Carlo particles and those of the un-

derlying turbulent reactive flow needs careful consideration [1, 3]. A primary aim of the modeling
is for the one-point, one-time joint PDF of the particles to accurately represent the same joint
PDF of the fluid in the reactive flow. On the other hand, two-point, one-time statistics are radically
different: in the particle system the properties at two points are statistically independent (in the
infinite particle limit), and indeed two particles may have the same location x∗ but completely
different properties. Of particular relevance in the present study, is the question of correspon-
dence of Lagrangian statistics. The Langevin equation model for velocity (Equation 4) has been
constructed to be consistent with the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation. However, the mix-
ing models have been developed based solely on one-time Eulerian statistics, and the extent to
which they represent Lagrangian statistics has not been evaluated even in simple non-reactive
flows.

The solution procedure for the above equations is implemented in the code HYB2D which
implements the consistent FV/particle algorithm [34]. The HYB2D code has been fully tested
and validated in various papers, e.g. [23, 31, 34, 35]. This work slightly extends the HYB2D code
to output the Lagrangian data.

A non-uniform mesh is used for both the FV solver and the particle tracking. The quantities
at the mesh level are interpolated onto particles as needed.The statistics of particle properties
on the mesh are formed from particles associated with the cell. The mixing between particles is
performed within each grid cell.

The flames we are interested in are statistically stationary. The solution procedure implemented
in HYB2D is a pseudo-time marching procedure. (A local time-stepping algorithm [43] is used
for the marching procedure.) Starting from a “reasonable” initial condition, we march in time
steps until a statistically stationary state is achieved. We continue the calculation for further time
steps in order to output quantities of interest. At any time after the statistically stationary state
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Figure 3. The computational domain and the tracking domain (consisting of four sides: I, II, III, and IV)
for the jet flames.

is reached, the joint PDF is represented by a set of particles which (to some extent) model fluid
particles.

Conventionally, in the PDF calculations only Eulerian data are output for postprocessing, i.e.,
the data at a particular time step after the statistically stationary state has been reached. Due to
the Lagrangian nature of the numerical method, it is a simple matter to explore the Lagrangian
data by simply exporting the particle data for many time steps after the stationary state has been
reached, so that the Lagrangian particle trajectories can be formed.

Once the statistically stationary state is reached, we track a representative number Nt of
particles through the active part of the flame defined as the tracking domain as shown in
Figure 3. The geometry of the computational domain and the tracking domain, and the val-
ues of Nt are shown in Table 2 for the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted H2/N2 jet flame.

In the particle method, there is a particle cloning and clustering algorithm designed to maintain
an approximately uniform number of particles per cell. This algorithm creates some complications
for particle tracking. When a tracked particle is cloned, it splits into two or more (initially)
identical particles of less weight. We arbitrarily select just one of the clones to continue the
particle trajectory. When several light particles are clustered to form one heavier particle, the
initial identities are lost. To prevent this problem, we suppress clustering of tracked particles (at
a small cost in computational accuracy and efficiency).

Examination of the particle trajectories in physical space revealed some problems with the
velocity-frequency model and its numerical implementation. These are discussed in the Appendix
where a method of alleviating the problem is described.

Table 2. Geometry of the computational domain and the tracking domain, and the number of tracked
particles Nt for the Sandia flame E and the Cabra lifted H2/N2 jet flame. See Figure 3 for definition of
locations.

xu/D xd/D xo/D rt/D ro/D Nt

Sandia flame E 3.0 45 80 10 20 2000
Cabra lifted flame 3.0 30 50 10 15 2000
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4. Particle trajectories in Sandia flame E

PDF calculations of the Sandia flame E are performed by using the three mixing models, EMST,
IEM and modified Curl. The Lagrangian tracking of particles is conducted to investigate the
roles of reaction and mixing in the regions of local extinction and re-ignition. We focus on the
particle behavior based on the evolution of the particle temperature in the mixture fraction space.
As in the scatter plots of particles in Figures 1 and 2, and similar to the DNS analysis in [8],
we divide the particle trajectories into two groups: continuous burning and local extinction. For
continuous burning, the whole particle trajectory remains within the burning region (i.e., above
the “extinction line”). For local extinction, some segment of the particle trajectory lies in the
extinction region (below the “extinction line”). Physically, continuous burning corresponds to
a stretched and distorted yet still continuous non-premixed laminar flame front, and the local
extinction produces holes in the flame front [44, 45]. It should be appreciated, however, that in
PDF methods there is no representation of the instantaneous flame structure. For ease of analysis,
in each group, we further sub-divide the particles into different categories based upon their
mixture fraction at the trajectory’s initial position xu (see Figure 3 and Table 2 for details), i.e.,
fuel region (ξ < 0.1), oxidizer region (ξ > 0.9), pilot stream region (0.22 < ξ < 0.55), and the
intermediate region (all other values of ξ ).

In the flames considered here, the particle axial distance x∗(t) is an increasing function of
time t . To some extent, the axial distance can be viewed as a time-like variable since the particles
do not flow backwards in the axial direction. Since we are more interested in local extinction and
re-ignition at different axial locations, it is more revealing to explore the particle time series with
respect to the axial distance x/D rather than with respect to time.

4.1. Trajectories of continuously burning particles

The trajectories of continuously burning particles from the fuel region in flame E are shown in
Figures 4–6 for PDF calculations using the different mixing models. Only 25 particles randomly
chosen from the tracking dataset are shown for each category. The circles in the plots show
the current compositions of particles, and the lines connect their past compositions. For each
figure of particle trajectories (such as Figures 4–6), the supplementary material includes a cor-
responding animation. These animations show the evolution with axial distance of all tracked
particles’ compositions. In the temperature-mixture fraction 2-D plane in Figures 4–6, chemistry
can only change the particle positions vertically due to element conservation during reaction
(conservation of mixture fraction ξ ), while mixing can move the particles both vertically and
horizontally.

The general observations on the trajectories of the continuously burning particles calculated
using the different mixing models are the following. First, the mixture fraction of particles can
vary in the whole mixture fraction range, e.g., initially ξ ∗ is greater than 0.9 for all particles,
while later ξ ∗ is less than 0.1 for some particles in Figures 4–6. As discussed before, this change
is solely caused by mixing, indicating the important role of mixing in turbulent combustion.
Second, different particles have completely different trajectories as expected in a turbulent flow.
Third, at different stages of the particle evolution, the roles of reaction and mixing are different. In
Figures 4–6, the particles from the fuel region tend to come close to the extinction line when first
approaching the stoichiometric condition (ξ = 0.351). At around the stoichiometric condition in
Figures 4–6, we can observe that some particles suddenly shoot upward (e.g., at x/D=18, some
particle trajectories become nearly vertical). Apparently, in this stage, the reaction time scale is
much less than the mixing time scale, and reaction becomes dominant. A quantitative presentation
of the relative roles of mixing and reaction is discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 4. The continuous burning particle trajectories from the fuel region in flame E by the EMST model.
(This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

Figure 5. The continuous burning particle trajectories from the fuel region in flame E by the IEM model.
(This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/fig04_pilot_emst_cb_fuel.mpg
http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/fig05_pilot_iem_cb_fuel.mpg
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Figure 6. The continuous burning particle trajectories from the fuel region in flame E by the modified Curl
model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

The particle behavior simulated by the different mixing models is qualitatively different. The
particle trajectories produced by the EMST model are continuous but non-differentiable [21].
These trajectories are not smooth in Figure 4. The trajectories by the IEM model are continuous
and differentiable, and the simulated trajectories are smooth and are clear in Figure 5. It is
easy to follow each particle from the plot, making the observation and analysis much easier.
The trajectories arising from the modified Curl model are discontinuous. The particles jump
in composition space, possibly resulting in the direct mixing of a cold fuel particle and a cold
oxidizer particle. This can be observed at x/D = 45 in Figure 6. Two particles with very lean and
very rich mixtures are connected, indicating the jumping of the particle from the one side to the
other side instantaneously. (For continuously burning particles, by definition, their compositions
at no time lie in the extinction region, which means the straight lines across the extinction region
at x/D = 45 in Figure 6 correspond to an instantaneous jump in particle composition.) This jump
behavior by the modified Curl makes the particle trajectories difficult to follow.

Similar observations can be made from the trajectories of continuously burning particles from
other categories (oxidizer region, pilot stream region and the intermediate region). Due to space
limitations, these trajectories are not shown here.

4.2. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles

4.2.1. Particle trajectories from the EMST model

The locally extinguished particle trajectories originating from different regions in calculations
using the EMST mixing model are shown in Figures 7–9.

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file004.mpg
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Figure 7. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles from the fuel region in flame E by the EMST model.
(This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

Figure 8. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles from the pilot stream region in flame E by the
EMST model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file005.mpg
http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file006.mpg
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Figure 9. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles from the intermediate region in flame E by the
EMST model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

Figure 7 shows the trajectories of particles initially from the fuel region. In the temperature-
mixture fraction space, the mixture fraction of particles first decreases, and the particles come
close to the extinction line. Around ξ = 0.6, the particles enter the extinction region, and become
locally extinguished according to our criterion for extinction. The particle trajectories inside
the extinction region become nearly horizontal (little temperature rise), implying that mixing is
at least as rapid as reaction. The return of the particles to the burning region corresponds to
re-ignition. From Figure 7, two different re-ignition processes can be observed. First, at around
the stoichiometric condition, some trajectories of extinguished particles turn and move upward
to return to the burning state, e.g., at x/D = 18 in Figure 7 we can observe four trajectories
of extinguished particles moving dominantly upward to return to the burning state. During this
re-ignition process, the mixture fraction of the particles changes slightly while the temperature
rises by more than 600 K. Although re-ignition is the result of mixing and reaction, reaction
seems dominant in this re-ignition process, which is similar to auto-ignition. The local extinction
induced by the mixing causes the coexistence of fuel and oxidizer in the same particle, and the
temperature of these particles is greater than 1000 K, e.g., one particle in the extinction region at
x/D = 15 in Figure 7. Given appropriate conditions (e.g., induction period and a relatively long
mixing time scale), the auto-ignition brings the particles back to the burning state. We refer to this
re-ignition mechanism as an auto-ignition mechanism. Second, instead of auto-ignition, the other
extinguished particles keep moving in the same direction (nearly horizontally to the left) and
re-enter the burning state on the lean side of stoichiometric, e.g., from x/D = 20 to 45. During
this process, mixing is at least as rapid as reaction. We call this mechanism the mixing-reaction
mechanism. It is worth mentioning that the above two re-ignition mechanisms are identified in

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file007.mpg
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the DNS study [11]. The particles from the oxidizer region (not shown) behave similarly to the
particles from the fuel region. The two different re-ignition processes are also observed there.

Figure 8 shows the trajectories of the particles from the pilot stream region in flame E when
using the EMST model. The pilot stream is used to stabilize the flame. From Figure 8, for this
subset of particles (all of which enter the extinction region at some time), they dominantly enter
the extinction region from the lean and rich sides, after there has been mixing essentially along
the fully burnt line. Only one or two particles enter the extinction region from above around
stoichiometric.

In Figure 9 are shown the trajectories of the particles from the intermediate region in flame E
using the EMST model. Initially (x/D � 7.5) the particle composition changes due to mixing and
reaction and remains, predominantly, in the burning region. The local extinction observable for
12 � x/D � 25 occurs dominantly by mixing drawing rich and lean particles nearly horizontally
into the extinction region.

In summary, the local extinction and re-ignition processes in the Sandia flame E are illustrated
by tracking particles using the EMST model. Two different re-ignition mechanisms are observed
in the flame by using the EMST model, i.e. auto-ignition and mixing-reaction. The investigation of
the mixing models in conjunction with the large eddy simulations using the DNS data by Mitarai
et al. [10] demonstrates the very good performance of the EMST mixing model in predicting the
particle behavior in the regions of local extinction and re-ignition. The above observed particle
behavior by the EMST is expected to represent the actual situation qualitatively.

4.2.2. Particle trajectories using the IEM and modified Curl models

The trajectories of the particles from the fuel region in flame E using the IEM model are shown
in Figure 10. Following each particle trajectory, we can observe the similar local extinction and
re-ignition processes as in the case of the EMST model (shown in Figure 7). The two re-ignition
mechanisms can also be identified: auto-ignition and mixing-reaction. The re-ignition process for
the IEM model, however, is somewhat different from that for the EMST model in Figure 7. In
Figure 7, the re-igniting particles for the EMST model tend to move almost horizontally first with
a slight temperature rise, and then either move upward due to the auto-ignition mechanism or
keep moving horizontally due to the mixing-reaction mechanism without an obvious temperature
drop before entering the burning region. In Figure 10, however, some of the re-igniting particles
induced by the auto-ignition mechanism experience a temperature drop before ignition. Almost
all the re-igniting particles induced by the mixing-reaction mechanism tend to decrease their
temperature significantly before entering the burning region. For the IEM model at the early
stages of re-ignition, this behavior is explained by the fact that the mean temperature (to which
the particle temperature relaxes) is lower than that of the particles, which are about to re-ignite,
since these are the hottest particles in the ensemble. To some extent this reflects the physics of
the problem in that conduction cools fluid at a local temperature maximum. The trajectories of
the particles from the other regions in flame E using the IEM model (not shown) show similar
behavior to those from the fuel region in Figure 10.

Figure 11 shows the particle trajectories from the fuel region using the modified Curl model.
The jumps in the particle properties make the understanding of particle behavior more difficult.
The particle evolution is generally quite similar to the IEM model. Local extinction and re-
ignition are predicted, and the two re-ignition mechanisms can be observed. However, similar to
the IEM model, the re-igniting particles tend to have some temperature drop before or during the
re-ignition, which is not observed in the EMST results. The trajectories of the particles from the
other regions in flame E using the modified Curl model (not shown) show similar behavior to
those from the fuel region in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles from the fuel region in flame E using the IEM
model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

Figure 11. Trajectories of locally extinguished particles from the fuel region in flame E using the modified
Curl model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file008.mpg
http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file009.mpg
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In this sub-section, the local extinction and re-ignition processes in the Sandia flame E are
illustrated by tracking particles using the IEM and modified Curl models. The two re-ignition
mechanisms (auto-ignition and mixing-reaction) identified by using the EMST model in Figure
7 are also observed here by using these two mixing models. However, the re-igniting particles by
these two mixing models have somewhat different behavior from those by the EMST model, i.e.,
a temperature drop before or during the re-ignition. This difference in re-ignition by the different
mixing models is not clear yet because there is no experimental data on Lagrangian trajectories
in the flame. Nevertheless, the two identified re-ignition mechanisms and the different particle
behavior during the re-ignition by the different mixing models cannot be observed with the
Eulerian particle data, and the observations contribute to our understanding of the performance
of the models.

5. Particle trajectories in Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame

Previous studies [31, 32] suggest that auto-ignition is a dominant mechanism in the stabilization
of the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame. In addition, both experimentally [33] and in modeling studies
[31], it is found that the flames are extremely sensitive to the temperature of the vitiated coflow.
To further understand and characterize these processes, we first perform auto-ignition tests in
which the ignition delay time (IDT) is calculated as a function of mixture fraction and coflow
temperature. The initial condition of the tests satisfies Equations (1)–(2). The fuel stream and the
oxidizer stream in the tests are the same as those in the Cabra lifted flame. The coflow (oxidizer)
temperature varies from Tc = 1022 K to 1080K. Figure 12 shows the IDTs of the mixture for
different coflow temperatures. The IDT is defined here as the time when the mixture temperature
reaches the mid-point between the initial temperature and the equilibrium temperature. The strong
sensitivity of the IDTs to the coflow temperature is evident from the plot, which is consistent with
the findings in [31]. The shortest IDTs occur at the very fuel-lean region, around ξ = 0.04. The
stoichiometric condition is ξ = 0.47 in the flame. The IDTs varies by three orders of magnitude
over the range of mixture fraction shown.

Figure 12. The ignition delay time (IDT) of H2/N2/O2 mixture for different coflow temperature Tc.
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The PDF calculations of the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame are performed by using the three mixing
models, EMST, IEM and modified Curl. The Lagrangian tracking of particles is conducted to
investigate the roles of reaction and mixing in the flame. The tracking details are shown in Table 2.
As in the analysis of flame E in Section 4, we focus on the particle behavior based on the evolution
of the particle temperature in mixture fraction space. The particle trajectories are divided into
different categories based upon their mixture fraction at the trajectory initial position xu, i.e., fuel
region (ξ < 0.1), oxidizer region (ξ > 0.9), and the intermediate region between the fuel and
the oxidizer region. For each category, 100 particles randomly chosen from the tracking dataset
are shown in the following figures, whereas all tracked particles are shown in the corresponding
animations in the supplementary material.

Figure 13 shows the trajectories of the particles from the fuel region in the Cabra lifted
flame using the EMST model. Initially, (x/D � 9) the particles move in the plane exclusively by
mixing. A particle trajectory due to pure mixing is a nearly straight line between the cold fuel
temperature and the hot coflow temperature. Pure mixing yields a partially premixed mixture
of fuel and oxidizer at different mixture fractions. At about x/D = 10, some particles near the
oxidizer side start to ignite first due to their short IDTs as shown in Figure 12. The ignition
mechanism of the first few particles is expected to be auto-ignition, similar to the auto-ignition
of the homogeneous mixture in Figure 12.

After the rapid auto-ignition of the first few particles, these relatively hot burnt particles
at x/D > 11 in Figure 13 mix with adjacent particles in composition space, thus raising their
temperature (and radical concentration) and hence promoting their auto-ignition. Therefore the
ignition progressively moves to richer mixtures. This burning process is not exclusively the
auto-ignition of the particles. Both reaction and mixing play important roles. A plausible physical
picture of the processes involved in the Cabra flame is that some regions under the fuel-lean
condition ignite first after the induction period given an appropriate mixing condition. These
ignition spots are distributed in the physical space separately. After the high temperature ignition
spots are formed, they propagate toward each other and merge into a connected premixed flame
front. This picture is supported by the DNS study of the auto-ignition of mixing layers between
cold fuel and hot oxidizer in an isotropic and homogeneous turbulence flow [46]. The evolution
of the particles using EMST in Figure 13 is consistent with this picture, even though the spatial
structure of the instantaneous flame is not explicitly represented. We simply name this ignition
process as mixing-ignition. By x/D = 30 in Figure 13, all the particles shown reach the full burnt
state close to the equilibrium line. From the particle trajectories in the Cabra lifted jet flame using
the EMST model, we can observe the whole mixing-reaction process. Four stages of combustion
can be identified, i.e. pure mixing, auto-ignition, mixing-ignition, and fully burnt. Apparently,
this combustion detail cannot be observed from the Eulerian data like the scatter plot in Figure 2.
The particles from the other regions in the Cabra lifted flame by using EMST model (not shown)
show the similar ignition dynamics.

In Figure 14 are shown the trajectories of the particles from the fuel region in the Cabra
lifted flame using the IEM model. Pure mixing occurs for x/D < 10. At the locations between
x/D = 10 and 11, a few particles near the oxidizer side (brought there by mixing) start to
auto-ignite. After the auto-ignition of the first few particles, the temperature of other particles in
the rich region is raised through their mixing with the elevated mean, and the ignition of these
particles is promoted. Mixing and reaction play important roles in this ignition process. As in
the EMST model, this ignition process can be named as mixing-ignition. The particle behavior
in this ignition process for the IEM model is slightly different from that for the EMST model in
Figure 13. The EMST model is local in composition space. Hence the burnt particles at given ξ ∗

mix with particles around the same value of ξ ∗. While in the IEM model all particles mix towards
the mean. In spite of the different particle behavior, four stages of combustion can be identified
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Figure 13. Particle trajectories from the fuel region in the Cabra lifted flame using the EMST model. (This
[link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

Figure 14. Particle trajectories from the fuel region in the Cabra lifted flame using the IEM model. (This
[link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file010.mpg
http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file011.mpg
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Figure 15. The particle trajectories from the fuel region in the Cabra lifted flame by the modified Curl
model. (This [link] provides an animation of these particle trajectories.)

for the IEM as those in the EMST model. The trajectories of the particles from the other regions
(not shown) show similar particle behavior for IEM model as in Figure 14.

In Figure 15 are shown the particle trajectories from the fuel region in the Cabra lifted flame
using the modified Curl model. The modified Curl model can reproduce the same four combustion
stages in the flame identified by the previous two mixing models. As in the IEM model, the particle
behavior in the mixing-ignition stage by the modified Curl model is also different from that by
the EMST model due to the non-localness of the model in the composition space. The particle
trajectories from the other regions in the Cabra lifted flame using the modified Curl model (not
shown) show the same behavior.

In this section, the particle trajectories using the different mixing models are investigated
in the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame. The particle behavior by the IEM and modified Curl mod-
els is different from that by the EMST model, because of the non-localness of the IEM and
modified Curl models compared to the localness property of the EMST model. In spite of the
different individual particle behavior, the overall combustion processes revealed by the differ-
ent mixing models are similar, and four stages of combustion in the flame can be identified,
i.e. pure mixing, auto-ignition, mixing-ignition, and fully burnt. In some sense, this finding is
consistent with the DNS study of an auto-ignition problem in homogeneous isotropic turbu-
lence [46], even though the particles do not provide a direct representation of spatial struc-
ture. This contributes to our understanding of the model performance in the turbulent lifted jet
flames.

http://www.informaworld.com/mpp/uploads/tctm-2007-04-19-file012.mpg
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Figure 16. Trajectories (up to x/D = 45) color-coded by parameter η (Equation 10) of locally extinguished
particles from the fuel region in flame E using the IEM model.

6. Roles of mixing and reaction during re-ignition and auto-ignition

In the previous sections, the roles of mixing and reaction during the particle evolution are discussed
qualitatively. The relative importance of mixing and reaction for each particle as it evolves can
be quantified by examining the mixing rate given by the mixing models relative to the reaction
rate. For this purpose we define the mixing rate Ṁ and reaction rate Ṡ for each particle as,

Ṁ =
√(

dξ

dt

)2

+
(

1

Tref

dT

dt

)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
mix

, (8)

Figure 17. Particle trajectories (up to x/D = 30) color-coded by parameter η (Equation 10) from the fuel
region in the Cabra lifted flame using the IEM model
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and

Ṡ =
∣∣∣∣ 1

Tref

dT

dt

∣∣∣∣
react

, (9)

where Tref = 2000 K, and in Equations (8) and (9) the rates of change pertain solely to the effects
of mixing and reaction, respectively. (In the computations, these quantities are readily evaluated
based on the particle properties before and after the mixing and reaction fractional steps.)

The relative importance of mixing and reaction can be quantified by the parameter

η = S

S + M , (10)

which varies between zero (corresponding to no reaction) and one (corresponding to no mixing).
We focus our investigation on the IEM mixing model. For the modified Curl model, the

composition changes discontinuously, and so dξ/dt |mix is not well defined. For the EMST mixing
model, dξ/dt |mix exhibits large fluctuations of small time scale which obscure the picture.

Figure 16 shows, for flame E, trajectories color-coded by the parameter η of locally extin-
guished particles initially from the fuel region. From the figure, we can clearly see the relative
importance of mixing and reaction during re-ignition. For the particles re-igniting due to auto-
ignition mechanism, the reaction is dominant (η ≈ 1.0) when the particles shoot upward at around
stoichiometric condition. For those particles which re-ignite due to mixing-reaction, either both
mixing and reaction are important (e.g., η ≈ 0.3 for one particle entering the burning region at
about T = 1100K), or mixing is dominant due to the low temperature.

In Figure 17, the particle trajectories originating from fuel stream in the Cabra flame are
shown. In the current simulation of the Cabra flame, the initial ignition process occurs when
particles leave the pure mixing line between cold fuel and hot coflow. From the figure, it may
be seen that the particle starting to ignite at fuel-lean side leave the pure mixing line dominantly
by reaction, corresponding to the auto-ignition identified before. The particles leaving the pure
mixing line on the fuel-rich side experience two stages: a mixing-dominant stage to raise the
particle temperature to about 1000K, and reaction-dominant stage to raise the particle temperature
close to the equilibrium. Both mixing and reaction are important for the ignition of these particles,
and they correspond to the previously identified mixing-ignition process. The particle trajectories
along with the rates of mixing and reaction provide insights on the roles of mixing and reaction
during re-ignition and auto-ignition.

7. Conclusion

Lagrangian PDF investigations of the Sandia piloted flame E and the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame
are performed to help obtain a deeper understanding of the modeling of local extinction, re-
ignition and auto-ignition in these flames. Eulerian scatter plots (shown in Figures 1–2) of the two
flames from the PDF calculations are reviewed to show the limitations of one-time statistics. A
Lagrangian particle tracking procedure is implemented in the code HYB2D. Lagrangian particle
data are extracted from the PDF calculations after the statistically stationary state is reached, in
order to explore the PDF result more comprehensively.

Lagrangian particle tracking in the PDF calculations of Sandia flame E is performed for the
different mixing models, EMST, IEM and modified Curl. The particle trajectories are divided into
two groups, continuous burning and local extinction. For each group, the trajectories are further
sub-divided into different categories based on the original particle locations: the fuel steam, the
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oxidizer stream, the pilot stream, and the intermediate region. The particle trajectories given by the
different mixing models are different, i.e., continuous but non-differentiable by EMST, continuous
and differentiable by IEM, and discontinuous by modified Curl. All three mixing models reproduce
the local extinction and re-ignition processes reasonably. Two different re-ignition mechanisms
are identified, the auto-ignition mechanism and the mixing-reaction mechanism.

Homogeneous auto-ignition tests for the same condition as in the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame are
conducted. The lowest ignition delay time (IDT) occurs at a very fuel-lean condition for a range
of coflow (oxidizer) temperatures. The strong sensitivity of the IDTs to the coflow temperature is
observed, which is also reported in previous PDF calculations of the Cabra lifted flame [31].

Lagrangian particle tracking in the PDF calculations of the Cabra H2/N2 lifted is also per-
formed for the different mixing models. The particle trajectories are divided into different cat-
egories based on the original particle locations: the fuel stream, the oxidizer stream, and the
intermediate region. The models reproduce the whole auto-ignition process reasonably. Four
stages of combustion in the Cabra flame are identified in the calculations, i.e., pure mixing,
auto-ignition, mixing-ignition, and fully burnt.

The roles of mixing and reaction during re-ignition and auto-ignition are investigated by using
IEM. The relative importance of mixing and reaction is quantified for particles during re-ignition
and auto-ignition.
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Appendix: Particle trajectories in physical space

Figure 18 shows the particle trajectories in physical space for the Cabra H2/N2 lifted flame and
for the Sandia flame E, from calculations using the EMST mixing model. The top border of
the plot is the free-stream boundary. When the particles from the turbulent jet approach the
non-turbulent free stream, their velocity should relax rapidly towards the free stream velocity.
However, from Figure 18, it may be seen that some particles shoot into the free stream with little
or no relaxation of velocity, and are then reflected off the free-stream boundary (according to

Figure 18. Particle trajectories in physical space for the Cabra H2/N2 lifted jet flame and for the Sandia
flame E from the original turbulence frequency model.
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the specified boundary condition). This non-physical behavior of the particles is not expected
to occur when the conditional mean frequency � (Equation (7)) is used to define the time-scale
in the stochastic turbulence frequency model (Equation (5)) [17]. The turbulence frequency in
the turbulent region is much greater than that in the non-turbulent free stream. Ideally, if one
turbulent fluid particle P dives into one mesh cell C in the laminar free stream environment, the
turbulence frequency of particle P will be the only frequency used to determine � (= C� · ω∗

P ,
where ω∗

P is the turbulence frequency of particle P) in cell C according to Equation (7). From the
Langevin model Equation (4), the velocity of particle P will decay rapidly at rate � toward the
free stream velocity. However, under certain circumstances, the particle P is not the only particle
chosen to determine the conditional mean frequency �. In the current situation (of a cylindrical
coordinate system), the initial mass of a particle is linearly proportional to the particle’s radial
location. Compared to the particle mass in the free stream, the mass of the particle P originating
closer to the axis is much less. In this case, the mass-weighted mean frequency ω̃ in cell C is close
to the mean frequency in the free stream. On the other hand, numerically the turbulence frequency
for the particles in the free stream is not exactly the same, i.e., there are small fluctuations in
particle turbulence frequency in the free stream. These fluctuations are caused by the Wiener
process in Equation (5) and by the disturbance caused by the turbulent fluid particle P . Assume
that the maximum of the turbulence frequency in cell C is ω∗

m2 when particle P is excluded. It
may happen that ω∗

m2 is greater than ω̃, so that the possibly massive particle with frequency ω∗
m2

is included in the calculation of �. Therefore the value of � is much less than the desired value
C� · ω∗

P . In another words, the value of � is greatly under-estimated, and so is the decaying rate
of the velocity of the particle P .

In spite of the non-physical behavior of the particles described above, it should be appreciated
that this behavior occurs with low probability (less than 1% of the number of tracked particles
in the Cabra lifted flame, and about 5% in the Sandia flame E). They do not influence the
statistics significantly. Since the particle behavior is relatively more important in this work, we
try to eliminate or reduce the non-physical behavior in the following ad hoc way. In the above
discussed case, the particle P should be chosen as the only particle to determine �, in spite
of the small fluctuations of the turbulence frequency in the free stream. If we can identify this

Figure 19. Particle trajectories in the physical space for the Cabra H2/N2 lifted jet flame and for the Sandia
flame E with an ad hoc revision to the turbulence frequency model.
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particular case, we can avoid this problem by calculating � using particle P only. We use the
following criteria to identify the case. If in one grid cell, the maximum turbulence frequency ω∗

P
of a particle P is much greater than the Favre mean frequency ω̃ (ω∗

P > c1 · ω̃), and also much
greater than the frequency of all other particles in the cell (ω∗

P > c2 · ω∗
m2), and the mass of the

particle m∗
P is much less than the average mass of the particles 〈m〉 (m∗

P < c3 · 〈m〉), we then use
particle P exclusively to determine �. The constants are chosen as c1 = 15, c2 = 8, and c3=0.2.
The particle trajectories in physical space obtained with this special treatment of the frequency
model are shown in Figure 19. The non-physical particles disappear in the Cabra lifted flame, and
the number of the non-physical particles is significantly reduced in Sandia flame E. The special
treatment improves the practical performance of the turbulence frequency model to some extent.
The remaining non-physical particles in the Sandia flame E shown in Figure 19 are due to the
limitation of the criteria. Using a different specification of c1, c2, and c3, we can eliminate the
non-physical particles completely, but it also then affects the turbulence region. In this work,
we use this ad hoc revision to reduce the number of non-physical particles. Those particles not
caught by the criteria are removed from the particle subset in the discussion. This ad hoc revision
to the frequency model does not change the statistics of the velocity and composition fields. We
appreciate that the criteria does not guarantee the convergence of the method when the number
of particles tends to infinity.


